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MCC Students Awarded First
Skutt Scholarships
From Strong
Memorial
Two Monroe Community College radiologic technology students
have received the first scholarships to
be awarded in memory of Beverly
Skutt, a chief technologist and educator at Strong Memorial Hospital since
1964 who died last year. Skutt, a longtime Hilton resident, was devoted to
assisting people who wished to pursue careers in her profession. The
hospital's radiology department established the fund in Skutt's honor.
MCC faculty selected Kristine
Love of West Henrietta and Elizabeth
Malthaner, Rochester, as award recipi-

ents last semester. Each received a $500
scholarship that was applied to her MCC
tuition in January.
Both Love and Malthaner major in radiologic technology at MCC. Love is a
freshman, while Malthaner is in her fifth
semester of study.
To be awarded Beverly Skutt Radiologic Technology Scholarships, students
should be enrolled at MCC in radiologic
technology, financially challenged, and
have demonstrated good academic standing.
For more information, call MCC Professor Anthony Joseph, (716) 292-2381.

Did you
know....
Most students
don't know that
the Health
Services
Department
employs a nurse
practitioner
who can write
prescriptions
for certain
common
illnesses. The $5
fee you pay is
worth more
than you might
think!
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"The Good Doctor"
h\ Stephen M( CollOUfth
Staff Writf i

Did you play an instrument in high school
hand? Is it collecting dust
in yoiir closet? Dr. Lori
Wooden, in the music department, needs to speak
with you. Dr. Lori is enthusiastically pursuing all
wind players of aiiy ability.
She started as an adjunct faculty member at the
beginning of this semester.
A private tutor, who gives
lessons to MCC students,
Dr. Wooden is a familiar
face to some music majors
already. Presently teaching three classes, including
concert band, she hopes to
see more of the MCC student body get involved in
playing a musical instru-

ment. The concert band ished at all. A clear eviconsists of 19 students and dence for that is the fact
one retiree who meet that she conducted MCC's

MWFfrom 11:00 to 12:00 first pep band at a recent
men's basketball game.
in building 12.
With
no sheet music in the
After initially meeting with only 14 people, school for such an experiwho had signed up for a ment (and no money in the
band that usually requires account to fund one yet),
60 or more members, one Dr. Wooden put together a
may imagine her enthusi- song list, borrowed from
asm would have faltered. her connections with the
However, her desire to community (she gives lesshape a truly exceptional sons at Hochstein). Her
school band has not dimin- main concern is "to get

them visible" referring to
the project itself. There are
12 members in the pep
band, most coming from
the 20 already in concert
band. Dr. Wooden hopes
that the numbers will increase as the
students'
awareness
does. "I have
a musical
wish list,"
she states
and points it
out on the
wall behind her desk. Hers
is an office, inundated with
music, music, music—
from the posters on the
wall to the stack of CD's
by the portable player to
the group of students outside the office practicing
scales!
It is her "wish" to fill
every slot in the line up of
instruments for the band's

WDKX DJ Returns to MCC
Co

by Lisa Curino
Editor-in-Chief

Most students think
that if they had a job as a
DJ at a local radio station they'd have it .
made. Who would
want to go to school if
they had a job like
that? Chris Kaelin,
that's who. Kaelin, afternoon DJ at 104
WDKX from 2 to 6
p.m., has returned to
MCC this semester after a long hiatus.
His first semester
at MCC was in the fall
of 1986. "When I was
here in '86, 1 had a
good time. I was into
athletics. I was into
dancing. I wasn't too
much into school,"
Kaelin said. Subsequently, he ended up
leaving after two semesters. ' I loved

baseball. I played with the season." Eventually playLittle Falls Mets, a single ing baseball turned into reA baseball team, and went porting sports and then into
to school during the off radio. "I kinda fell into this

Photo Taken by Lisa Carino

(DJ job). I came here to
MCC originally to get my
degree and become a high
school history teacher. I
want to teach high
school kids who
have a firm grasp on
life."
Is his job at
WDKX the fantasy
job most people
think it is? "Oh, 1
think it's a great job,
no doubt, but there's
not much future in it.
My advice to others
who think that
they'd like this as a
career is don't do it.
Pursue your dreams,
but don't let your life
revolve around this.
In 5 to 10 years radio will probably be
fully computerized.
This field is incredibly tough to break

next concert in May. "Ideally, you would have six or
seven first clarinets, six or
seven second clarinets. We
have two clarinet players
right now. The school only
owns one bass clarinet and
that was loaned out before
I started and hasn't been
returned yet." Not discouraged, she adds cheerfully:
"When it gets returned, we
have a staff member who
wants to join, and it will be
the only faculty playing in
the band." What should
have been the concert
band's first performance
ended up as a small number of chamber groups,
consisting of a sax quartet,
a brass quintet, a woodwind trio, a flute duet, and
a vocal group. "Most of
these students have never
had the experience of playing in a chamber group,"
she said. "Some of them
have even shown an interest in continuing."
The creative organizing she displayed in scheduling that event with a
minimal number of musicians, and also begetting
an outlet (pep band)
through which any interested students can satisfy
the urge to perform, may
end up getting MCC a
school song, even if only
for her, to have an anthem
to play at sporting events.

into and it will only get
tougher. At the studio
(WDKX) 85% of what you
hear is computerized. It's
booming. It's wonderful,
but there's less need for
physical presence. I enjoy
doing it because I can
project my own persona.
But if I was a history
teacher, I could contribute
more to the lives of others.
I came back to school be-
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Writing Across
Susan Belair
by 11/: mi I inn Cochran.
Staff Writer

Syracuse University. She
has been a full time faculty
Susan Belair, profes- member at MCC for four
sor of sociology at MCC, years.
is the itcrim
Coordinator
for a program called
[Writing
Across the
prriculum.
WA C
focuses on
students who
pave the defsire to take
10 credit
[hours
of
[classes labeled WR
(writing in'tensive) before graduating. To successfu 1 ly
complete the
Currently Belair uses
program a student must
maintain a 3.0 average technology to enhance her
within 30 credit hours of skills in academia (a
•classes labeled WR. Any school of higher learning).
student completing the As a sociologist, Betair is
WR option receives recog- "fascinated by the various
nition on his/her transcript methods of communication," she said. While on
and diploma.
"The WAC option the internet she communihelps with getting a job cates emotions through
and it helps with transfer character and certain letbecause people know you ters.
know how to write," Belair
A list of common insaid.
ternet "shorthand" hangs
Susan Belair, a on a wall beside her desk.
former graduate of MCC,
Belairalso enjoys listakes a genuine interest in tening to jazz music and
WAC. "I enjoy having the running. Every year she
opportunity to be able to runs a I OK called the Cooservice students in an area per River Bridge Run in
that I wish I had as a stu- Charleston, SC. Other indent here," Belair said. "In terests include gardening
hindsight, I believe my ca- and entertaining.
reer would have been
easier if I had more writSusan Belair can be
ing experience." After found in 5-324, or can be
MCC, Belair furthered her reached by telephone at
education at Nazareth Col- 292-3240.
ege and later received her
Masters in Sociology from
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Tax Cut?
by David Bidleman,
staff writer

Most students at
MCC probably don't hold
the recent doin-s of President Clinton in the highest
regard. Fortunately for
him, he did something for
you a few years ago that
just might help you out.
In 1997, the Taxpayer
Relief Act was passed by
the president in order to
give a break to middle income families who have a
student enrolled in
school. The break
comes by means of
a tax cut of up to
$1,500 for those eligible.
Money will
only be credited to
that which is owed
after taxes are complete.
In other words, the government is not going to hand
any money out to someone
who isn't already in the
hole.
It's called the Hope
Scholarship, named after
Clinton's hometown of
Hope, Arkansas. The
credit on taxes is available
only to students enrolled in
one of their first two years
in a post-secondary education. This is convenient for
many community college

students since most are in
their first or second year of
college.
For
dependents,
qualifying income brackets are separated into two
different categories. For
single parents, credit will
be given to those whose
income does not exceed
$39,999. For a two-income household, the adjusted gross income cannot
go beyond $79,999. Some
independent students are

also eligible for the credit.
Any money spent on
school tuition fees since
January 1, 1998 can be reviewed for the Hope
Scholarship. Beware of
the many snags in the plan,
though. Other forms of financial aid, scholarships,
and grants may hinder
chances of receiving this
tax break. Other considerations, such as a previous conviction for a drugrelated felony could be
grounds for denial.

o
nro,e
M oc trine

To find out if you're
eligible for the Hope
Scholarship you'll need to
do a few things. The first
it to obtain a special tax
form from any school you
have spent money at since
January of 1998. You may
already have this, but the
program is fairly new so
contact the financial aid office for details.
These forms, in addition to regular tax forms
need to be filled out and
turned in by the
regular April
deadline for
taxes. If you or
your family has
already turned
these forms in,
you may be out
of luck. The
best way to realize the
maximum credit you can
receive is to use process
these documents through a
tax specialist.
Take advantage of the
breaks you may be eligible
for as a student. For more
information on the Hope
Scholarship, drop by financial aid. If you are interested, make sure to act
fast. The due date for possible tax break is the same
as the IRS tax deadline.
Monroe Community College
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Rochester, NY 14623
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The Travel and Tourism Field with Professor Zinck
hy Lillie LanRlois
Stuff Writer

Professor Janet Zinck
teaches travel and tourism,
food service and hotel
management at Monroe
Community
College.
Even though she is very
busy teaching seven
courses this semester, she
enjoys what she does very
much. This is the career
she has been working towards for the past several
years.
She got started in this
field many years ago by
working for travel agencies and then, later, for
Eastern Airlines. Through
these jobs, she was able to
enjoy great travel benefits
and was able to visit many
areas of the United States.

She began to get involved
with MCC when being invited to lecture for travel
and tourism classes. Later
on, she was offered to
teach a class in the area.
She finished her education
at MCC and Nazareth College and started a busy
schedule of part-time
teaching at MCC, Bryant
& Stratton, and R1T. In a
few years, she reached her
goal of being a full-time
teacher here at MCC,
which is her present position. She says, "It's great,
I love it!" Professor Zinck
is also one of the advisors
of Travel Club. This year,
they have planned to visit
Disney World and to get
some backstage tours of
how some of Disney

Bags On Wheels
by Hamilton Cochran
Staff Writer

New forms of baggage have recently been
spotted in the MCC hallways. Until now it may
have been considered "extreme" to carry anything
other than the traditional
shoulder bag. But now
there is an exception to that
rule. In retail it is known
as a "trolley", but many
refer to it as a "bag on
wheels".
Although
many
people have come to rely
on tne trolley, several students are against this modern advancement. Student
John T. becomes hostile
when he sees a bag on
wheels, "It really sucks
when you're in a hurry and
you get stuck behind a person pulling a trolley."
Other students also agree
that as a general rule trolley owners should avoid

the stairs.
This invention has
been around for many
years, but the trolley was
confined to airport travel
or city streets. Lately, some
students and faculty at
MCC have been using
these modern bags to transport books and supplies.
For most, the bag is comfortable because it is not
carried on the shoulders.
The bag is simply dragged
by hand. Some students
and staff stare with envy
when a student breezes
down the hallway with an
efficient trolley.
The bags are constructed to be compact, so
that they can be stowed in
overhead compartments on
airplanes. However, some
MCC students find that the
standard 20 inch size is
also, useful in a busy hallway. The bags can be seen
weaving around obstacles

works.
In the field of tourism, hotel management,
and food services, there are
tremendous career opportunities. Some of the jobs
Professor Zinck introduces
to her students are the airlines, conference planners,
tour guides, resorts, cruise
lines, and. of course, travel
agents. She describes this
field as being exciting and
fun but not always easy.
She says sometimes students expect it to be nothing but fun and don't realize the difficult situations
involved in it. Nevertheless, it has been a rewarding and interesting experience for her. She says, "If
I'm going to sell some-

at a quick pace. One can
even hear the plastic tires
running smoothly along
the floor.
Occasionally a bag is
"tripped up" and sent rolling over on its side. This
is considered OK because
light impact does not damage its reinforced nylon
exterior. Other features include a moveable handle
that can be stretched to
reach an extended arm. By
using this feature one can
drag the bag without having to bend over. When the
time comes to hide the bag
for any reason, the handle
can be pushed smoothly
downward into a resting
position.
The bags are available in several different
styles and sizes. Most of
the trolley bags at MCC
are the standard 20 inch
size. A luxury trolley bag
can be purchased at a luggage shop for $100. However, Wal-Mart carries a
comparable product (with
leather) for about S25.

thing, I want to sell something like travel, which is
exciting."
Professor Zinck has
traveled to many areas in
the US and nearby islands
in her lifetime. She has
seen places like the Caribbean Islands, New Or-

leans, every major city in
Florida, Santa Fe, California, Van Cover, Mexico,
Canada and most of North
America. Her future plans
are to travel to Europe, and
other places across the Pacific Ocean, which she has
never done before.

Family Matters
by B. Stephen McCollough,
Statj Writer

On
Wednesday,
March 17, Monroe Community College's Campus
Activities Board, the Psychology Department and
the Mental Health Association will bring guest
speaker John Bradshaw to
MCC's Theatre in building
4 for two separate lectures.
He will be basing the lecture during college hour on
his book "The Future of
the Family" and the
evening lecture on another
book "Homecoming: Reclaiming and Championing Your Inner Child".
Both talks are free for
MCC students and only
$5.00 for the general public.
John Bradshaw's biography tells the successful story of an ascent from
the abyss of alcoholism
into becoming an Emmy
nominated talk show.host,
author of several NY
Times best sellers, and one
of the leading figures in the
fields of addiction/recovery and family systems. In
a recent edition of "Common Boundaries" (a recovery magazine), editors say
of Mr. Bradshaw that he
was "Selected by his peers
as one of the 100 most influential writers on emotional health in the 20th
century".
Born in Houston,
Texas (where he currently

resides) John was abandoned by an alcoholic father and became "An academic overachiever and an
out-of-control teenager"
He studied for the Roman
Catholic priesthood at a
Basilian seminary for eight
years but was never ordained. In that time, however, he earned degrees in
psychology and religion
from the University of
Toronto.
Accredited with having pioneered the concept
of "inner child" and recognized by some for having
brought the term "dysfunctional family" into the
mainstream psyche, John
defines success as "doing
what you want with your
life". "Some people make
their suffering extraordinary. Suffering is ordinary.
Suffering is a part of life.
The sooner we accept that
life is difficult, the better
off we will be".
Mr. Bradshaw's primary focus is on the "family" and his message focuses on the healing that
must occur within its parts,
in order to extend to the
unit as a whole. That philosophy can certainly be
observed in the choice of
his
sister,
Barbara
Bradshaw as his personnel
assistant for the last seven
years. She talked proudly
of her brother's accom
Cont. on Page 5
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OAU LOST AND FOUND
by Courtney Belluccio,
Student

OAU to the club it once
was, and beyond. We beOAU—What does it lieve that there is not a lack
stand for? Hiking, back- ol' interest; we just need to
packing, camping, biking, find you, or visa versa.
skiing, mountain climbSo, where to find us?
ing? Basically any activ- The officers of this club
ity you can think of. This have agreed to leave an eclub is a group of students mail address for your conwho are interested in the venience. So, if you promoutdoors. Simply put, ise to leave nice questions
OAU stands for Outdoor and concerns, they promActivities Unlimited.
ise to respond. The e-mail
So, you may ask addresses are as such:
yourself, how do I get in
Courtney Belluccio
this club? Well, first of all, (president)
you start coming to meetFishbowls@aol.com,
ings. Our meetings are Thomas L'Esperance(vice
held in the brick lounge president)
area
(a.k.a. the pit) of
alchemy @ kralnet.com,
Building 1 on Fridays from Jacob Zimmerman (trea12-1 (college hour.) Sec- surer)
ondly, come with your
ideas; we want to hear Gwen Delmore (secretary)
them! Third, we may ask
Iuckfor20(letter not
you to become involved; number, Andrew Simmons
our goal is to get you in- (resource center manager)
volved.
simmlOl @localnet.com.
Let us share a little
One more tidbit of inhistory. This club was formation to help you with
originated in 1976 by our steady progression into
Doug Brown, Director of the greatest club on camthe Student Center. By
'95/'96 the club had over
100 active student members who recognized it as
great! We are now here at
this attempt to re-establish
by Marina Dohreva.

pus—our office hours. The
office hours will be posted
outside our room 3-127,
and our phone number is
292-2557.
Let me project you
into the future. Our club,
your club, is in the process
of planning some trips. We
are planning to join in with
Ski Club and organize
some activities. Also, for
this upcoming Spring
Fling, we are iaterested in
producing, along with
CAB (Campus Activities
Board) and Ski Club, a
scaling wall for your entertainment pleasure.
Hopefully, you've
liked your little tour into
the next BIG thing! So, if
you're interested in becoming the next OAU
member to camp with
friends on an island right
before canoeing a series of
pristine mountain lakes,
and right after watching
the sunset and stoking a
fire on the beach, come
awake the silence.

Course Overload?
by B. Stephen UcCollough,
Staff writer

Are you aware that as
a student of this institution
any credits taken over
twelve are free? The tuition cap is $1,250 ($2,500
for out of state residents)
which is the most you can
be expected to pay (excluding any lab charges or
fee's) and you can take up
to 18 credit hours before
obtaining a maximum
course load.
There are always exceptions to the rule, however, as the office of
Records/Registration informed me that it might be
required of certain students
who the "computer spits
out," that 12 credits is the
max. That probably has
something to do with grade
point average. For the last
ten years over 50% of students enrolled have averaged 14.33 credits, which
suggests a strong trend in
remaining below the 18

credit maximum. However, if you're determined
to take those extra classes
and are a liberal arts major
the counseling center will
have the final say.
Otherwise it's up to
an advisor in your field of
study. Talking with someone in the counseling center is as easy as setting up
an appointment.
From so many interesting courses to pick from
it's easy to go overboard
choosing and get in deep
water, ending up over your
head. Consider them the
lifeguards. Since the time
to drop/add without consequence has passed, what
can be done for those who
have leapt before looking?
Time to sink or swim. Are
the extra hours a mixed
blessing? It certainly
seems worth not having to
pay for those few credits,
except of course when
translated into more studying at final's time.

Phi Theta Kappa's Debate Competition
"A System of Religious Beliefs Is Necessary for Happiness"
Staff Writer

Do you enjoy engaging in thought provocative,
enlightening.debates on
plishment in being intellectual topics? Are
listed alongside the great you an opinionated critical
names in developmental thinker who can argue their
history (like Freud and way out of anything? If
Jung) by his peers, as a tes- you already feel intrigued
timony to the chaotic life by these questions, stop by
he struggled to subdue. " Phi Theta Kappa's office in
He had a drinking prob- Building 3, room 133; they
lem", she said by phone have a surprise for you!
"but hasn't had a drink Their annual debate competition will serve as an
since 1965".
There will be a book excellent opportunity for
signing following both lec- you to challenge your
tures and a small reception skills in the art of persuain the evening. Mr. sion, as well as to meet felBradshaw's books are low deep thinkers and win
available in the bookstore. an instant gift just by parContinued from "Family
Mutters", page 4

ticipating! Semi-final and
final winners will receive
additional prizes. The special debate topic is "A System of Religious Beliefs Is
Necessary for Happiness."
Each two-member
pro and con team is expected to participate in a
twenty-five-minute debate
on the above topic. The
debate includes a fiveminute presentation by a
pro member, five minutes
by a con member, five
minutes of consultation
among team members, a
five-minute presentation
by the second pro member
and five minutes by the
second con member.
A team may gain a to-

organization of the argument and overall presentation (10 pts). Debaters are
encouraged to devote time
to preparation of their oral
argument before the actual
debate. No props and visuals are permitted.
For more detailed information as well as for
registration for the debate,
please drop by PTK's office (3-133) to fill out the
Participation Form. Also,
feel free to contact PTK's
vice-president, Helen ParHelen Partridge, Vice-President tridge, at 292-2567 for adof Phi Theta Kappa
ditional questions. Hurry!
quality of the debates on The deadline is March 17!
the basis of content of ar- Good luck and enjoy the
gument (20 pts), manner of challenge!
presentation (20 pts), and
tal of 50 points. Faculty
members will judge the
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Undecided About
Your Career?
Have you ever wondered what
engineers do and
what it takes to become an engineer?
Be sure to attend the:
Engineering Open House
Tuesday, March 23,7:00
Brighton, Building 8, Room
100
Call 292-2001 for Information
Come learn about MCC's newest
engineering degree option:
Computer
Engineering

New MCC - Empire State College Program Eases
Path To Bachelor's
Monroe Community
College and SUNY Empire State College have
entered into a partnership
that will make earning a
bachelor's degree more
convenient, affordable,
and instructionally relevant for larger numbers of
area students. Associate's
degree graduates pursuing
four-year degrees at ESC
in business administration,
criminal justice, liberal
arts, or physical education
may apply now for the new
MCC-ESC Transition Program beginning this fall.
Upon acceptance,
students will matriculate
into an ESC program with

MCC credits fully transferred.
The program is
unique because students
can earn an additional 16
credits (beyond what is required for an associate's
degree) in MCC courses to
apply toward a four-year
degree. Those courses will
be offered on an MCC
campus at the community
college tuition, lower than
area SUNY colleges and
universities, including
ESC.
Remaining ESC studies also will be offered at
MCC as well as at ESC.
Those already familiar
with MCC and its faculty

will appreciate being able
to experience the unique
ESC college culture in addition to the community
college environment at
MCC.
Students in the program will enroll in the ESC
Educational Planning
study at MCC their first
semester. That experience
will help orient them to the
MCC-ESC Transition Program by providing an overview of teaching methods
that are designed specifically to help adult learners
succeed.
More U.S. colleges
are modifying course
structure and delivery

methods to accommodate and four-year degree,'
students who must balance says Robert Milton, Ph.D.,
family and work responsi- dean, Genesee Valley Cenbilities with their educa- ter, ESC. "Foratime,asto
tional needs. Individual- dent will have 'a foot in'
ized study is a hallmark of both colleges, theoretithe ESC program, making cally, because they will be
it a pioneer in what is now completing studies 'it
a national trend for adult ESC and MCC simulta,
students. Under the guid- neously."
ance of a faculty mentor,
As students become
ESC students design their more accustomed to
own bachelor's degrees, guided independent study!
making their education throughout the typical
more relevant to their own third year of their baa*
personal goals. They may laureate education, tha
also choose to enroll in will be better prepared for
group study and lectures. their fourth year, when
"The goal of this pro- they work more indepengram is to bridge the transition between the twoCont. on Page 7
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Continued from "Eases
Path to Bachelors ", page 6

dently while still interacting with their ESC faculty
mentor.
Both colleges see the
MCC-ESC partnership as
a "win-win" situation for
students. "As a community college, we're particularly sensitive to the
changing make-up of area
students," says Jeffrey
Bartkovich, Ph.D., associate vice president, curriculum and program development at MCC. "We see
more often that students
want the convenience of
Bontraditional' study, including independent study
and distance learning. This
partnership with Empire
State College is one more
way MCC is accommodating the Monroe community of learners."
The program is available to both full- and parttime students.
To learn more about
the MCC-ESC Transition
Program,
call MCC's Adult
Learning Office, (716)
292-3220.
Or, visit the office at
Building 1, Room 213,
MCC Brighton Campus,
1000 East Henrietta Road.
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MARCH TAX
TIPS

Tip #1: Service: 24
Hours A Day: Seven Days
A Week! IRS' toll-free
telephone assistance will
be available 'round the
clock for taxpayers to get
answers to their federal tax
questions. Dial 1-800-8291040,
Tip #2: Saturday
Service: IRS representatives will be on hand to
assist taxpayers on Saturdays through April 10 from
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
the following locations:
Clinton Ave. & N. Pearl
St., in Albany; I I 1 West
Huron St., in Buffalo; 300
Commerce Dr., in New
Windsor; 191 Main St:, in
Poughkeepsie; 324 Quaker
St., in Queensbury; 255
East Avenue in Rochester;
and 100 S. Clinton St., in
Syracuse.
Tip #3: Faster Ways
To File: IRS offers fast,
accurate ways to file your
tax return, including IRS efile; TeleFile and 104OPC
returns. Look for the "Authorized IRS e-file Provider" sign, where a tax
professional will e-file
your return. Almost anyone who files a tax return can file a 104OPC return on a
personal computer. Tax preparation software that includes the 104OPC print option is checked and accepted
by the IRS and has the 104OPC logo. For more information call Tele-Tax at 1-800-829-4477, Tax Topic 25
I.
Tip #4: Check Out IRS Online: The IRS homepage
on the Internet at http://www.irs.Li-streas.@,ov has
forms, publications and lots of helpful tax information
available round-the-clock.
Tip #5: Your Easiest Way to File: Check your mail
for a special TeleFile package, which means you won't
need a form to file - just a phone. When you hang up,
your taxes are filed - it's that simple!
Tip #6: Need Information on Important Tax
Changes? Call IRS at 1-800-829-3676 and order free
Publication 553, "Highlights of the 1998 Tax Changes".
Tip #7: Boost Your Paycheck with Child Tax
Credit: Depending.on their income, people may be able
to claim up to a $400 credit on their 1998 tax return for

each qualifying
child under age 17.
Check the instructions on Form
1040 or 1040A or
visit the IRS Web
Site at: www.irs.ti.
streas.gov.
Tip #8: No
Tip To The Bank!
Receiving a tax refund?'Choose Direct Deposit on
your tax return and
have your refund
deposited directly
into your savings
or checking accounts.
Tip
#9:
Credit Cards May
Be Used To Pay
Taxes:
Some
people who owe
the IRS money
have a new payment option. One
arrangement allows people who
e-file using Intuit's
TurboTax
or
MacInTax software package to
pay the amount
owed to the U.S.
Treasury with any
NOVUS credit
card; or payment
may be made by
calling a toll-free
number to charge
the balance due
through an agreement with US
Audiotex .
Department of the
Treasury
Internal Revenue
Service
Publication 3318
(Rev. 2-99)
Catalog Number
26937W
www.irs.ustreas.gov

THERE IS NO LIBERTY WITHOUT
FftER SPEECH AND OPEN DEBATE

$250,000 Offer

ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE (ADL)

www.codoh.com

The Monroe Doctrine is always
supportive of letters to the
Editor.
We Want To Know What You
Think!! Remember.....
We Work For You!
Drop off your thoughts at 3-109.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Beth Orton: Central Reservation
by Paul O'Neill,
Co-Edilor-ln-Cheif

With trust and comprehension of life, Beth
Orton has packed lightly,
in heart and speech, for her
second full-length solo recording, Central Reservation. The album steps away
from the traffic of common
topics, spinning her audience in vivid stories of the
feelings shes had during
the most pronounced
events in her life. Her account of detail and humility are welcome amidst the
screaming assumptions of
more demanding musicians,
honest
and
ungarnished. The core of
her details are essentials in
life where many people
have gaps. "They're just
lessons we havent learned
yet/ Its like catching snow
on your tongue/ You cant
pin this butterfly down"
closes the albums 'The
Sweetest Decline,' appreciating the wild calm of
lazing on a porch and pondering the quiet beauty of
solace.
Her truth in lyric
guides her mellow guitar.
Her breezy range of voice
carries her heart with her
words. The accompaniment of piano, various percussion and
strings, and
electronic
effects buried in the
mix, continue the
strong standard her
solo debut Trailer Park
made.
Last year's Best Bit

Autechre:
Peel
Sessions

EP was a taste of what
Orton had been up to since
then, featuring a special
session with blues legend
Terry Callier. Central
Reservation's 'Pass In
Time' is unveiled now as
another piece of that session. The soul of his presence and their cohesion as
talents . Simple pleasures
become flowers as dark
corners are opened to afternoon sunlight through

people deserve to hear.
Questions of life and thinning hopes pushing sanity
come through in 'Devil's
Song' saying "Maybe
you're an angel/Remember you're an angel." Following is 'Feel To Believe,' Orton's directions,
corrections, and memories
about the routines of love
and reasoning versus the
strength of faith and tolerance. The birth of this

this record because she is
truly a linguist of the human spirit. Her vibrant experience radiate; "We always laughed and you
were untrue... When
there's so much love to
give/ There's never time
for sleep" delivers a retrospect that includes herself,
through good and bad in
'Stars All Seem To Weep.'
This dynamic view of
life, whether viewed as an
element of regret, mood, or
just a way for her to stare
into the context of what
she remembers, is what all

prophet rooting from work
with William Orbit, Red
Snapper, and The Chemical Brothers has aided the
fusion of electronic and
blues music that is uniting
the divisions of music.
Lauryn Hill's equal
strength and similar start
with the Fugees is making
the world of rhythm and integration, and it's union with other sounds better each
blues the soothing, altruis- time in the production of ambient melody.
tic, colorless plain our culThere is poise and prestige in knitting an artform
ture deserves.
that can survive extraneous of crossing over and can
Beth Orton's liberty isolate the essence of humanity. With our current state
in thought digs its nails of possibility and technology, assimilating logarythmic
into moments both awk- math and computers into feeling is a note of remark and
ward and brilliant, tugging pride.

•

'

•

•

together the
value
of
self-evaluat i o n .
Through the
frustration
and heartache of reality, the tension
of blind ambition, and the
stuff that makes it worth
suffering, Orton is a strong
teacher of thought and sincerity. She documents her
humble sighs and loss,
serving her public as a
blossoming, timeless voice
of companionship.

i

byPaulO'M
Co-Ediiur-ln-CMI

John Peel's elite
choice recording subjects
set standards. The honor of
being chosen for presentation on the Peel Sessions
is quite explicit, and
Autechre's sparse melodies of frequencies and
logarithms has beyond
qualified them. "It's not
about communicating an
emotion. It's more about developing a space to be in at
that time that suits you down to the ground" puts the
duo's sound in the words of member Sean Booth.
He and Rob Brown have blessed electronic music
with the candid appreciation of repetitive weaving
through cerebellums and the spontaneity found in this
live performance. Released this month on Trent Reznor's
Nothing records, exported by the fab Warp label of the
UK, the epicenter of electronic leadership, Autechre is
climbing. With earlier work, as in the Tri Repetae ep
collection of 1995, they illustrated of the dark side of
ecstasy, Autechre capture the solid realism of reality in
electronics by isolating a sound, it's construction, dis-

t

•

• . « » « . .
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Fatboy Slim - You've Come A
Long Way, Baby
by Paul O'Neill
Co - i.diin r-in- Chief

layers of bass and acid
pinches as company to the
The illustrious and sample "would your love
club-friendly Norman turn you on?" and a buried
Cook is Fatboy Slim. Af- tape deck reter the quadrophonic ap- w i n d - f e s t
peal of 'Going Out Of My drive 'Soul
Head" and 'The Weekend Surfing.'
Starts Here' from his debut
With a
better Living Through choice of flaChemistry, Fatboy Slim vors and the
has come a long way from b u b b l o u s
his approach of success. roboto voice
mt've Come A Long Way, telling 'CaliBa/jy is a catchy use of a fornia
is
rainbow of samples and very, very,
sound roots.
v e r y ,
His loyalty is not held druggy...' in
to any specific faction of 'Kalifornia,'
-electronic music, which is N o r m a n
• encouraging at least, with Cook knows
the nervous 'Acid 8000' the practical
type of acid house and the specs
of
breakbeat smile of 'Gang- dance music and is helping
ster Tripping.' The slow fuse the mess into a
pace of 'Love Island' is a utilitarianist blend of art
hybrid of ambient and dispelling our passive,
jungle, while the poppy selfish consumer frenzy of

mainstreamers sheltered
by titles of alternative
thought. His education in
styles, experience as bass-

ist
and
performer
extraordinare, are the tools
that he has built his long
journey with.
His recent remixes of

Mercury Rev- Deserter's Songs
by Paul O'Neill
Co-Editor-in-Chief

poetry and structured rock elements of public perforavailable.
Vocalist mance are clear and subtle,
Think of yourself as Jonathan Donohue sings Donohue hitting the higha deserter. Maybe not in from his deepest point his est notes on his scale and a
the way television tells you real feelings. The low key pool of instruments proto see it, in a sort of sense state of the band's interests jecting the voice's stress
of humor that prime time in fame and other standard through the meaning of the
network programming
would support, dry and
sharp, but in your capacity with faith and belief
in your own deduction.
Desertion is taboo, and
something we are all
subject to doing or being done. Mercury Rev
is known as one of the
greatest music groups in
the world, and their
current
recording,
Deserters Songs, is certainly one of the most
powerful collections of

Cornershop and the
Beastie Boys have landed
wide access to his own
ground, after years of independent trips, aliases
and bands. The peace of
the album is in the intro,

'Right Here, Right Now,'
like the preface to a good
time, giving something to
think about while grooving- the existence and surrealism of the present.

words. 'Tonite It Shows'
puts a great mood from the
start; "The way you were,
long before, you were a
walking civil war... The
way we were, the way we
met, the way I lit your cigarette."
The group's delicate
sense of justice comes
through on 'Opus 40' with
"I'm alive, she cried, but I
don't know what it means"
and 'Delta Sun Bottleneck
Stomp' with "Waving
good-bye, I'm not saying
hello." The taste of their
songs comes through on
the poise of 'Goddess On
A Hiway;' "When I see
your eyes arrive they explode like two bugs on
glass." Their coherence in
building memories and
stigmas around them is
most plain in 'The Funny
Bird,' saying "Like a wave
along the coast I've come
to love the highs and lows"
and 'Endlessly,' stamping
out blissful fires; "The
choir disappears, and
voices in your head appear
leading you again."
Dave Fridmann, pro-

fessor at Fredonia State,
producer of Mogwai's
April release Come On Die
Young and of Deserter's
Songs, and performer of
various instruments including piano and bass, is
likely to be joining the
band for their show at the
Showplace Theatre next
month in Buffalo.
FREE TICKETS:
If you would like to
catch Mercury Rev at the
Showplace Theatre in Buffalo on April 18th, describe
your favorite music, musician, or group and your
reason in 100 words or
less. Drop your answer off
at the Monroe Doctrine
office in Building 3, room
109 (across from the bookstore) or e-mail it to
funkstorung@hotmail.com
with your phone number
and name, 'ATTN Paul.'
The two most colorful submissions will each return a
pair of tickets to the show
courtesy of V2 records and
the Monroe Doctrine. The
deadline is April 1st.
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Movie Review: 8mm
by Nate Kramer,
Chief Movie Critic

"There are things that
you're gonna see, that you
can't unsee!"
To most of us the idea
of a "snuff film" is just a
myth, a myth that one
hopes never to become a
reality. Well, that is the

soon learns the girl's name
is Mary Anne, a missing 16
year old, who has gone off
to make it big in Hollywood. Enlisting the help
of an adult store clerk.
Max, played by Joaquin
Phoenix, Tom finds his
way into an underworld
of the sick perverse sex
and pleasures that
most would
find repulsive. Increasingly sickened
by
where the
case is leading him, Tom
himself starts
to change and
his anger becomes more
and more apparent.
With such a plot as
8mm holds, it is a shame
that the film never really
takes off. 8mm fails to
capture the audience. The
trip Nicolas Cage takes to
find the truth is a dark and
winding path, full of sadis-

reality visited in the film
8mm—a dark tale of the
twisted psyche and erotica
of some men and women
in the world today, staring
Nicholas Cage and
Joaquin Phoenix.
Nicholas Cage is Tom
Wells, a private investigator called in to investigate
a hard core porn film,
found in the safe of a recently dead millionaire.
The film shows the slaying
of a teenage girl by a man
in a leather S & M mask.
All Tom has to go on is the
picture of the girl in the
film. Mrs. Christan, the
widow of the recently deceased millionaire, just tic and brutal realities.
wants to know that the girl There is an always present
is still alive and not bru- evil, but the film never
tally murdered like shown draws you into it.
on film.
One of the side lines
Tom's investigation is the relationship with
takes him into the dark un- Tom Wells and his family.
derground of porn and of As his case opens, Tom's
fetishes that sprout into a relationship with his wife
reality of their own. Tom deteriorates, but the man-

ner, in which it is done,
takes away from the suspense of the film. The dark
characteristics of Tom
make him likable. However, the film moves at a

Movie Review :
Analyze This
by Nate Kramer,
Chief Movie Critic

"Find out what this
word CLOSURE means"?
Stress! It gets to all
of us! Wouldn't it seem
plausible then that stress
would get to the Mob too?
But see a shrink? Well that
is the idea behind Harold

too slow of a pace to keep
it flowing. Though the
supporting cast brings life
to the film, 8mm lacks the
tension audiences draw
upon to keep interested.
Delivering a strong
performance as Mary
Anne's distraught mother
is Amy Morton. Her motherly tendencies in handling
the realities of what may
be, keeps one's interest and
makes one want answers.
The film also stars Chris
Bauer, Myra Carter, .and
Jenny Powell, all of who
deliver good performances.
8mm is rated R for
sadistic, brutal, and often
uncalled for violence.
With its general theme of
porno and "snuff films,"
8mm is definitely not for
everyone. Although not
as much graphic scenes as
one would expect, there is
still no shortage of images
for those who like the
sights as much as the
sounds. Sadly however,
8mm falls short in the efforts to deliver an action
thriller of any quality.
RATING - D

York Psychiatrist, about to
get married for the second
time to Laura MacNamara I
(Lisa Kudrow). The last I
thing Ben needs in his I
right now is to be the
shrink of New York's top
Mob boss..
Analyze This is a
combination comedy,
drama, bringing the real
life anxieties of the lifeof

Ramis's new film. Analyze crime to the forefront, yet{
This, staring Billy Crystal, still with a comic apRobert De Niro and Lisa proach. Vitti's most
Kudrow.
trusted henchman, Jelly,
Paul Vitti (De Niro) is played by Joe Viterelli is
a mob boss with issues confided in by Vitti that he
arising in his life. Here he needs to see a shrink. Jelly,
is 2 weeks from a meeting in his thoughtful but
of the top Italian Mob simple ways, brings much
bosses from across the off the comedy to this film,
country and he is crying at Jelly is a simple bodythe thought, even having
Cont. on Page II
anxiety attacks.
A crime boss is
=
suppose to cause
Ratings System
panic, not experience it. Thus
A - Excellent Movie - Must See
through a little
B - Good Film - Maybe Catch a
mishap, Paul
Matinee
Vitti pays a visit
C - Average - Take It or Leave It
to Ben Sobol
D -Wait For The Video
(Billy Crystal), a
F - Wait For It To Hit Cable
subrban New
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guard, knowing only that
his boss is his main concern, no matter what the
trouble is. Seeing his boss
like this is not good, especially for a man in his line
of work.
Ben Sobol is nerve
racked but fascinated but

the issues of Paul Vitti
and so with much reluctance he decided to do
what he can for Mr.
Vitti. Topping it all off
all this is happening during Ben and Laura's
wedding, a time that is
suppose to be intimate
and memorable. Laura
finds herself unable to
stand for the situation
and almost calls the
whole thing off.

With people so used
to De Niro portraying
Mobsters, Analyze This is
a nice twist on this portrayal. Both De Niro and
Crystal deliver good performances.
Chaz
Plaminteri and Joe Viterelli
bring to life interesting
characters that add life and
humanity to the film. Lisa
Kudrow however shows
once again
that she has
little to no
acting ability. In fact
she is one of
the down
sides of the
film. In addition. Analyze This
tries too hard
to show the
serious
world of a Mobster, and
yet bring keep the comedy
aspect rolling in.
Analyze This is rated
R for some strong language and some light violence. It's defiantly worth
the price of admission, but
there is no rush to see it. A
matinee might be your best
bet.
RATING - B

Video Game Review:
hv Scott Loiacono,
Contributing Writer

Code Busters
OK all of you video game fans out there that were home
last week due to the snowstorm we had, and were playing with
video games instead of doing homework. Here are some codes
this week to get you through those games that were tough to
beat.
This first code is for the game Test Drive 5:
Code
Super Arcade Mode
Secret Cars, Chris Beast,
Mighty Maul, Pitbull Special
RONE
MTHRE
VRSIX

Effect

All Cars
All Tracks
All game mode

Colony Wars: Vengeance
Effect
Code
All
cheats On
Blizzard
All cheats Off
Stormlord
All weapons
Tornado
All fighters
Thunderchild
99
upgrade Tokens
Hydra
Level Select
Demon
(Note: All passwords are entered at the password screen.)
NHL 99
Code
BRAINY
BIGBIG
SPEEDY
VICTORY

Effect
-Big heads
-Big players
-Fast mode
-Stanley cup Video

That's all the room that I have for this week, remember any
suggestions or comments
E-mail me at scottyo8@yahoo.com
Till next week
Happy Gaming.
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Help support the FIRST EVER event
sponsored by all of the Clubs and
Organizations of MCC!

Academic Merit
Transfer Scholarships
Available for the Fall '99 Semeiter

Last year about 20 percent of our students

were awarded merit scholarships

March 26,1999

5:00PM, Gym
T h e C a u s e : 100% of proceeds go to benefit Camp
Good Days and Special Times.

at SUNY Utica/Rome
AWARDS
INCLUDE:

SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS:

How Do You
Sign Up to Sponsor?:
1. RSVPs are needed by March 12lh. Just bring
your $6 deposit to the Student Center Desk.
There is a maximum of 8 members per team.
2. There will be an additional donation of $6 per
team due at the Tournament. Money from your
Club's or Organization's Budget can be used for
the event.
3. Bring your team on March 19lh to the Gym, ready
to play some ball!!!

Other Info:
1. Did you know we could get into the Guinness Hook of
World Records? Money donated to the Tournament
will be changed into pennies. If MCC gets enough
pennies to line up just over 2 miles, we're in!
Thereafter 100% of the proceeds will be donated to
Camp Good Days and Special Times.
2. Awards go to 1" and 2nd place teams in the
Tournament and to the Club or Organization that
brings the most pennies.
3. Food and Refreshments will be available.

The Monroe Doctrine is currently
seeking Sports Writers,
Copyeditors and is accepting
experienced photographers by
application only for next years'
Photo Editor's position. Please
see Lisa Carino, one of our
Editor's-In-Chief, as soon as
possible.

Call 1 800 SUNY-TECH or email us at:
admissions@sunyit.edu for more information.

rs Needed far
Hey, what's your program? Sound like a "come-on" line? Well, it
is! The Student Center and Counseling Center on the Brighton campus
and Student Services Center on the Damon campus are looking for students from ALL academic and career programs to become Peer Leaders
for the 1999-2000 school year. I
Students new to MCC really need to talk to other students who have
something in common with them - besides Just going to the same school
- so it is very important that all facets of MCC are represented. Are you
returning for the 1999-2000 academic year? Do you have a postivive
attitude? Are you enthusiastic aboqt your experiences on campus? Do
you enjoy sharing those- experience^? If so, pick up an application to
become a Peer Leader from the Counseling Center, Room 1-231 or the
Student Center, Room 3-11 J o n thelBrighton Campus or the Student
Services Center, fifth floon6n the Damon City Campus. Peer Leaders
staff the Summer Adviseipent, Orientation and Registration programs,
providing workshops critical to making a smooth transition to college
life at MCC. Throughout the acadeir^cyear, they alscrhave the opportunity work at the Accuplacer Testing Lab, Advisement Center, Career
Resource Center, Counseling Center, Peer Assistanace Resource Center
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MAKE YOUR MOM PROUD

lifetime Assistance Inc
Be Part off a Team in Your Community that
Builds the Dream off a Lifetime
¥ Free Family/Single Health Insurance
Coverage For Eligible Employees
¥ Up to 3 -1/2 Weeks Paid Time Off After Six Months.
Up to 7 Weeks Paid Time Off after One Year.
Instructors:
Human Service Professionals needed to provide services for individuals with
Developmental Disabilities in our Residential Programs (Pay range $8.82 to $11.44 per hour). Must
be able to work evening or overnight hours and weekends - Full/Part Time. Hamlin, Brockport,
Clarkson, Ogden and other areas in Western Monroe County.
Relief Counselors (On Call - As Needed) positions also available. No Previous Experience Necessary.
HS Diploma/GED Required. Starting Pay $7.86 per hour (Residential Rate).
SEND RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON at either location:

Lifetime Assistance, Inc.
177 S. Main St., Brockport or 425 Paul Rd., Rochester
426-4120, cxt. 3121

IN SUNY
UTICA/ROME
Invites You to Attend:

An Education
That Works!

l-300-GO-GUARD

Saturday,
April 17,1999
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Call (315) 792-7500
or 1 800 SUNY-TECH
for more information
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OPINION
Cheap Labor

Sight Unseen

by Dan Foxx
Staff Writer

The Walt Disney
World College Program
(WDWCP) tours colleges
all around the country each
semester. Their purpose?
Recruiting. They choose
1,100 of the most qualified
candidates and honor them
by allowing them to spend
a semester working at
Disney World. There is a
lot of work involved, but
it's a lot of fun too. You
meet new people, get valuable job experience, and
even earn six college credits. And to top it all off,
Disney will help you put
together a portfolio and a
resume. Wouldn't it be just
great to spend fifteen
weeks in Disney World?
But at what cost? The
people from Disney and
here at the college try their
hardest not to tell you
about the downside.
You get to meet new
people. That's because
you'll be living in an apartment with them. You can
stay in a two-bedroom
apartment with four people
or a three-bedroom apartment with six people. For
those of you with weak division skills, that is, in fact,
two people per bedroom.
At Disney World, privacy
would just take away from

the experience.
You gain valuable job
experience. Among the
jobs to choose from are
exciting duties like running food stands, greeting
guests, and taking ride
tickets. But don't worry,
they don't overpay you.
No, no, they give you
$5.60 an hour, pennies
above the minimum wage!

by David Mongeuu
Staff Writer

There was an article
in the paper recently that
warned people to be careful buying things from Internet auction sites. Apparently, a woman in New
York City paid over $1800
for a special beanie baby
and got scammed. She
wanted the site to accept
responsibility, but the site
refused, pointing out that
it would be like trying to
hold a newspaper responsible for their classified
advertisers.

You even earn six
college credits. But the
credits are earned in hours,
and hours are time, and
time is money. Six credit
hours comes roughly to
$630 here at MCC. Not to
Why do so many
mention that to graduate in people spend so much
two years you need to be money (close to $1 billion
taking fifteen hours a se- in NY State alone in 1998)
mester; twelve if you don't shopping through their
mind a few summer computers? The conveclasses. You'll be half a
year behind after your stint
at Disney.
And all that is even if
you get to Disney. 1100
students are chosen from
all over the US. CMCC
only gets to send 20 or 30.
The competition is fierce;
the selection process is
long. Walt Disney World
wants to be absolutely sure
they have the best in cheap
labor.

World

nience is probably a big that makes people stupid?
factor. No crowds of pesky I can't imagine sending
kids or geriatric walkers at someone 1 can't see a
the malls. And if the pro- quantity of hard earned
paganda is to be believed, cash for merchandise that
there are big bucks to be I have also never seen!
saved purchasing elec- People shopping through
tronically.
the classified section of the
newspaper go and see the
I think that another item before buying it. It's
major factor for your av- one thing to be dealing
erage consumer to log in with a company or a busiand 'sale' away is simply ness that can be held ac- j
that they can. There's a countable, but these aucsense of power, a feeling tion sites are just people
of being in the forefront of trying to make a quick
something new and excit- buck; in search of a fool
ing. They get caught up in and his/her money. The
Consumers
the moment, surfing here National
and there, until they find League gets over 400 comthat auction site, and plaints every month of Internet auction fraud, and
then....
frankly, I'm surprised that
Is there something it doesn't happen even
about the computer screen more often.

Beliefs

by Rev. Gennu Miller R.M.
Staff writer

Knowing what your
beliefs are is another part
of knowing yourself. We
talked about how well you
know yourself last week. 1
was explaining what "selftalk" is. I have been repeating myself in almost
every column by saying
that thoughts are things,
and words are power. I do
not mean to be redundant,
but those are such important truths.
Let's talk about beliefs. Have you ever asked
yourself what your beliefs
about life are? Some of
our beliefs are conscious
and some are subconscious. Have you ever

heard the theory that "you
create your own reality?"
If you have not heard this
before, it may sound wild,
crazy, even unbelievable,
but it is true. If you are*
partners with God—your
higher power, your higher
self—you tend to create
the reality that is for your
"highest good." (It may
not always feel that way
when you are "climbing
your mountain" and going
through your lessons).
Your thoughts, words, and
belief systems, your
choices, all help to create
your reality. So, if you
have any subconscious beliefs that are limiting, you
are creating blocks in your

life's flow. I know it
seems strange. I will
explain more about this
next week, if you want
to give this subject some
thought. It's like a
puzzle, maybe you can
figure some of the
theory out. In the meantime, have a blessed
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Ignorance is Bliss
by Dan Fogg
Staff Writer

away from their lunches in
the blink of an eye. A box
was sitting unattended in a
hallway. The police were
called in. The students
were scared.
While the evil box
and the area around it were
being so skillfully secured,
I was sitting quietly in
Building 12, waiting for
my two o'clock class.
Having no watch of my
own, I went to find one of
the few clocks on campus.
As I passed through Building 4, I came upon a
crowd. A group of students
were asking a guard for
information. I wandered in
at the end of the conversation, but what I heard was
enough to peak my interest. Building 5 and 6 were
closed. They would remain closed for an hour or
two, probably more. If you
couldn't get to a class it
wouldn't be held against
you. But why, why were
the buildings closed? The

guard couldn't say.
I backtracked to
It was February 4th,
Building 12 and took the
1999. A Thursday afterelevator to the second
noon, quiet, unseasonably
floor. At the doors to
warm. Sometime between
Building 6, another guard
one and two, a student or a
stood before another confaculty member was walkcerned crowd. This Pubing through the halls,
lic Safety worker knew
minding their own busiless than the one before.
ness. They happened upon
He had been eating lunch,
a package, a box, possibly
he said, and was told to go
gift-wrapped. It may have
stand in front of a door.
been lying peacefully on a
So why, when the pobench, maybe on the floor
lice were under the impresor even on top of a set of
sion that a major portion of
lockers, we don't know.
the College may explode at
Wherever it was, the stuany moment, did no one
dent or faculty worker saw
know the situation? Beit and they panicked.
cause the police were worPublic Safety arrived
ried about widespread
on the scene. With the
panic, rioting, students
same lightning quick effilooting the bookstore? The
ciency they displayed each
students have a right to
and every day with the disknow before the midsectribution of parking tickets,
tion of their school goes up
they closed Building 5 and
in a cloud of smoke and
Building .6. Classrooms
flying brick, don't they?
were emptied, offices
The buildings were
abandoned, doors sealed.
reopened in time for me to
Guards were posted, called
get to my two o'clock class
with time to spare.
There would have
Need help with
been barely enough
time to break a window. The people
here at the Monroe
Doctrine wouldn't
have panicked, we
would have reported
the news. Yet we,
too, were stonecheck out
walled.
Classrooms
were emptied, offices abandoned,
doors
sealed.
Guards
were
posted,
11-208
the police were
292-3360
called in. And why?
Extended hours:
Because a student or
MondayThursday
10-7
faculty member saw
We P r o v i d e :
Friday
10-2
•convftnitnc walk- In service.
a discarded box-a
-help to g#r. you Jtiirt#d.
ChOUfhc£ul sugff«Rt:;on^.
gift from one staff
-aiifiiatance in Shaping your ideas.
member to another-h#lp with yrajrcnatical concerns.
mao.ivc.ti xacoiiais and helpful writing cips.
and panicked.

the
writing
center

We W i l l

h e l p y O U >«t «o«l«, break b«rxi.r»,

and reach your writing potential.

WHAT'S AN A?
.

by Thomas P Proietti,
Professor of Communications,
Visual & Performing Arts

After more than 25
years of teaching, I have
finally been able to develop guidelines on grading for my students and
me. Let's hope this helps
you decipher what that letter at the end of your
project and your semester
really means.

A
A: An A indicates excellence. That means excellence in both content
and style. A projects are
not only insightful and
meaningful, they are stylistically flawless. Careless
errors can turn A content
into an F. A projects are
models against which
other projects can be compared. A projects go far
beyond the obvious. They
avoid cliches and they indicate the author has
worked diligently, honestly and creatively. You
should be enormously
proud of an A. A projects
should be relatively rare
just because of human nature.

3

B: B is a good grade.
B means good. B in the
1990s is what C was in the
1960s. B projects are usually thoughtful, insightful
and well written. Anything
more than three style errors
makes a project less than a
B project. B projects are
frequently interesting but
are rarely useful for modeling purposes. You
should be proud of your B
but not entirely content.

C: C is an honorable
grade. Most students in
1990 consider a C close to
failure. It is not. C work
gets things done. C work
answers the questions and
does so in an average fashion. It is rarely insightful
- rarely anything but obvious. C work usually reflects work without much
overtime, or not much
work at all. C projects are
often completed the same
day as the due date for the
project. Before 1970, C
projects were often D's or
F's.

D: D This may be the
ultimate insult grade.
Somehow, a D grade is
more destructive than an F.
D's bring down GPAs less
than F's do, but D's indicate a failed effort and
failed result. D projects
are usually minimalist efforts loaded with careless
errors which infrequently
answer the questions posed
in the project.

F: F This is the grade
most often given to those
who disappear. It is a grading system default. That is
why the F is less meaningful than a D. An F on a
transcript is more likely
seen as an aborted withdrawal than a failing effort.
Before 1970, F grades
were often earned.
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If at First You Don't Succeed
by Dun
Stuff Writer

How many students
roam these halls on
wheels? I can think of six
wheelchairs I see on a
regular basis, including my
own. Enlightened as you
are, you probably dismiss
the manual chairs almost
as normal. Many think the
electric ones are cool, others are afraid they'll take
on a life of their own and
start mowing down innocent bystanders like a
lawnmower cutting unsuspecting human grass. Few,
I'm sure, stop to wonder
why disabled students,
flock to MCC. Few think
about accessibility.
Someone at MCC has
taken the time to think
about it. There are elevators in Buildings 5, 8, .11,
and 12. The newest onesBuildings 11 and 12 - have
lower call buttons and
horizontal control panels
for easy reach. The one in

Building 12 is almost hidden away so it will be used
less by the general population and will be free for
those who need it.
There are ramps leading to the main entrances,
automatic doors to get in.
Doors in some buildings
have buttons to open them,
some inside have motion
sensors. Many lecture
halls have ramps to get to
the tables in the
back, others
have chairless
tables up front
for students to
pull up to. MCC
has done all this
to promote accessibility, to
promote independence, and that's great
- but it's not enough.
Some of the doors
can be opened with the
push of a button, but what
about the others? Not even
half have been equipped,
only three or four. There

JOHN BRADSHAW

Ticketi must be obtained before the lecture

LECTURE 1:

12:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.

LECTURE 2:
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Differently Abled

are elevators in four buildby Dun Fogg
Staff Writer
ings - four of twelve. If
you want to get to the third
Hearing impaired.
floor you have to take one Physically challenged.
of the old elevators. They Learning disabled. Obese.
are crowded, they are slow, Political correctness is an
they are not particularly intricate part of our lives.
easy to use. The buttons We censor ourselves on a
are high, the control pan- minute by minute basis
els vertical, and there isn't every day. In many cases
much room to maneuver in these euphemisms are
there.
helpful in keeping us from
The subject of room hurting others. Other
.
leads us to class- times, as in all things, we
->, rooms. None of just go too far.
these doors are
I recently heard
automated; if you someone label the term
are running late - "disabled" as politically
maybe you had to incorrect. The more sencome from a sitive phrase is "differently
class on the first abled." Differently abled?
floor of Building I laughed out loud.
11 and now
1 have a disease called
you're on third floor Build- Spinal Muscular Atrophy.
ing 6 - you have to knock It is a form of Muscular
and hope someone hears Dystrophy; it affects my
you. Then you have to dis- muscles, weakens them. It
rupt class as half the room confines me to a wheelgets up and moves their chair. 1 am not differently
desks to let you by - more abled. I am disabled, I am
space issues.
handicapped. If it makes
Then there's you more comfortable, I
the library. I've am physically challenged.
tried getting in
Many of you are
there with my cringing right now. You
chair, it's a trick. are seeing blinding lights
The doors are and hearing deafening
heavy,
the horns. Your censor sensors
handles are high. are in high gear. Turn them
Once in the door off for a minute, ignore
you come to the them. I want to make my
turnstile - about position on this perfectly
neck level if clear.
you're sitting
It confines me to a
down. Is there wheelchair. Confines?
really a point to Yes. I don't have low selfthose things?
Most of the computerized card catalogues are
out of reach and all of the books are too.
I commend MCC for all they've done, I
do. As for the rest, disabled students learn to
cope. Yet why should we have to? When I
first came to MCC I looked around and said,
"This is a good start. They must be converting the doors slowly, they'll change the elevators in 5 and 8, they'll fix the library. They
just need to save up the money." Well it doesn't
look like they're planning any improvements
soon. They made an effort - more than most but maybe it's time to try, try again.

esteem, I'm not depressed
about my disability. The
fact is, I don't choose to
use a wheelchair. If 1 could
walk, I would push my
chair off a cliff and watch
with demented glee as it
crashed into the rocks below. I am forced to use the
chair, bound to it by the
necessity of mobility. lam
confined to it, but I am not
bothered by it.
I am disabled, I am
handicapped. If anything
insults me, it is being
called differently abled. I
am intelligent, creative,
well-spoken..on paper
anyway. These are abilities. They are not affected
by SMA. The term differently abled implies that all
my abilities are a direct
result of my disease.
Being handicapped
does not give me anything
other than a unique view of
issues like accessibility
and prejudice. It takes
away from me the ability
to walk, to dress myself, to
reach anything higher than
my head. It makes me unable to perform these
acts—and that is the definition of a disability.
Handicap. "A disadvantage that makes
achievement difficult," according to The New
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 1989. That is what a
disability is, whether
physical or mental. Why
are we afraid to call it that?
Why does the truth hurt
our feelings?
A disability is a challenge; it should be treated
as any other challenge that
life presents. It is to be
dealt with, to be coped
with, to be overcome. Not
to be hidden away. Not to
be ignored. Not to be
masked byridiculouslyinaccurate terms like "differently abled."
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ARTS
The Center at
High Falls
Opens
Three New Art
Exhibits!!!!
Photographers Path
II, 1999: Prophesy - 2nd
Floor Gallery
More than 80 fine art
photographers show off
why Rochester is known as
the image center of the
world. A single work by
each artist sharing visions
of the future. Sponsored by
the Campos Group and
Community Darkroom,
providers of photographic
services and education in
Rochester, Exhibit runs
through April 25.
Souvenirs
First
Floor Lobby, adjacent to
the High Falls Gift Shop a
solo show by artist Susan
Gold, graduate 5tudent at
Visual Studies Workshop,
An interactive artist book,
resembling a retail gift
shop, which examines the
meaning of souvenirs and
how we choose the memories we cherish. Exhibit
runs through March 28.
Students Storm the

Not an Hour to
Lose!!!!

Spring Ahead at the
RMSC Rochester Museum
and Make the Most of Your
Lost Hour!

Wall - First Floor Museum
area. An exhibit curated by
high school student Joseph
Fox-Boyd of the work of
other High School students. A first time for such
collaboration for the city's
gallery of local artists. Featuring seven students and
approximately twenty
paintings, drawings, and
photographs. Exhibit runs
through April 4.
A public reception for
artists from all three exhibits will take place on Friday, March 12, from 7pm
until 9pm, Admission is
free. Daily hours at the
Center at High Falls are
Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 am until 4 prn and
Sunday from Noon until 4
pm.
For further information contact Sally Wood
Winslow . Phone 3252030 FAX 325-0414
Center at High Falls 60
Browns Race, Rochester,
New York, 14614.

Daylight Savings
Time begins in the early
hours of Sunday, April 4 as
we turn our clocks ahead
one hour. To mark the
yearly ritual, the RMSC
Rochester Museum will
offer free admission from
12noon to Ipm on Sunday,
April 4.
Make the most of
vour lost hour, and enjoy

Solo** Poetry
Imecca
Skiff Writer

I'm sick of doing time and I'm sick of doing crimes,
I just want to be someone besides a criminal!
My family, my friends. I know I'm more than this, but what?
What am I? Who am I? What will I be? Who will I be?
Can this be what life is really about?
Trying to figure out who I am, or what I am? Do I know the answer?
Am I a father because I have a son? or am I just a man with a child out there
somewhere?
Am I a man because of what I've done in the past? What am I?
Who am I? What is my life?
Is my life a cell and state food and letters to the
outside world waiting to be answered?
Is my life at home with my family and friends?
Do I really know how to survive in the world?
I do know how to survive in jail!! This scares
me!
I can survive in jail which many men cannot
do, yet I don't seem to be sure in myself that I
can survive out in the world!
Have I become institutionalized?
Have I lost the mentality to work hard and keep
a job and become a citizen in society that
respects values and laws?
What are values and what are laws?
Do I really know the answer? Do I really understand the answer if I do know
it? Do I need help? Do I want help? Can I be helped? Is it too late?
Some say it's never too late!
I'm confused! Lost! Alone! Stressed! Angry! and most of all tired!
Who, why, how!
Do I need something I haven't been able to find? Have I looked for it?
What is it? Why am I like this? What was missing?
Was it my father? Was it my mother? Was it me!! Who was it? What was it?
Why have I become what I am today? What makes a person who they are?
What makes me who I AM? Is it what I've learned about life? Is it what I
haven't learned about life? Is it just life? What is it?
WHAT CAN I DO?!!!!

the RMSC's hair-raisincy
energy exhibit-The Atoms
Family. Touch a glowina
plasma sphere; start a
chain reaction simulating
the behavior of nuclei during, the nuclear fission
process; and "squeeze" organic matter to make coal!
See how much energy you
can create pedaling a bike,
and test your energy savvy

on bilingual (English and
Spanish) CD ROMS.
The free admission
offer applies to the RMSC
Rochester Museum on
Sunday, April 4, 1999 from
12noon to Ipm only. For
more information, call
(716)271-4320.
The Atoms Family is
sponsored by Rochester

Gas and Electric Corporation. The Rochester Museum & Science Center
receives major fundinc,
from Monroe County.
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Visual Studies Workshop
top publishing,
Visual Studies Workshop Photoshop, web page
offers 23 intensive week- design, computer multilong summer workshops in media authoring, videophotography, artists' books, production, digital video,
filrp and video, and com- video history and
puter imaging and multime- screenwriting.
dia. For six weeks, beginning June 28th,through to The workshop structure
August 6th,a visiting
national faculty leads
small intensive
classes limited to 812 participants.
Graduate or undergraduate college
credit is available
through SUNY
College at Brockport.
To receive a catalog
contact: Visual
Studies Workshop, 31
Prince Street, Rochester, NY 14607 Tel.
716-442-8676, Fax
716-442-1992, email
vsw@rpa.net,
www.rpa2.net/-vsw.
Scoll Unacono

Summer offerings include
workshops in traditional
and alternative photographic processes, the
portrait, the urban landscape, the constructed
photograph, artists' books,
bookbinding, desktop
computer design and desk-

is central to VisualStudies
Workshop's educational
practice and is designed
to encourage maximum
exchange among participants and instructor.
There are course offerings for all levels and

LIONS AND
TIGER S AND BEARS,
OH MY!

be held Saturdays and
Sundays through March
28 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Co-op at 10 Canning
Street in Hilton is magically transformed from a
small town in Kansas to
the glorious Emerald
City. Children will be
delighted when they
follow Dorothy as she
takes her magical walk
down the Yellow Brick
Road to meet her friends
the tin woodman, the
scarecrow and the cowardly lion. The Great and

The American Lung
Association and the Craft
and Anticiue Co-op of
Hilton, are teaming up to
bring you a delightful
"Visit to Oz" in an effort
to raise much needed
funds for asthma and
tobacco education programs in your community.
The "Visit to Oz"
begins March 6 and will

interests. Summer faculty, including artists,
photographers, and critics
from throughout the
country provide a lively
forum for the exchange
of ideas about theory and
practice.
The Visual Studies
Workshop is an
internationally
recognized center
for photography,
visual books, video,
and independent
film. Facilities
available to Summer Institute
participants include
black and white,
color, and special
process darkrooms;
offset production
printing facilities; a
Macintosh computer lab; small
format video production
and post-production,
computer imaging and
computer audio systems;
the VSW Research
Center, with its extensive
collections, library, and
Independent Press
Archive; VSW exhibition
galleries and bookstore.

Wonderful Wizard of Oz
and Aunti Em, will also
be on hand. Along the
way you can enjoy
shopping for antiques and
craft treasures in
the Co-op's 140 shoppes.
Admission is free and
shows begin every hour.
The cast members will be
available for picture
taking through out the
day.
The cost for this
presentation is free.

Cabbages & Kings Korner
Fair Maiden

alliance, she did not fail
to say
Walking through the mist Your dreams are dust
which lies
Your thoughts less
Unless to reality you fall
Confess
Your heart craves money
Materialistic success
Without wealth your life
means less
Forget about your petty
dreams
of the state funded lottery
That seventy percent of
all the money
Controlled by the United
States
Was owned by the same
one percent
Since Seventeen-Sevcnty-eight.
Echoing the maidens
Angry I turn to stare at
silent bliss
the sky
I heard her say, how the The vast beauty catches
hours smoke away
my eye
Drifting into, distant
Suddenly she comes for
decay
me and grabs my mind
To form an oasis, come to Showing me a place, that
stay
leaves me crying.
And in the silence, so
David Kellx Goodberlcl
empowered by our
owvorrow weaver cowves
Like that one perfect line
Just out of the poets reach.
Like the dream which all too
soon dies,
Tomorrow will evade me.
Like a wolf pursueing it's prey,
1 stalk the animal love,
Hoping I'll catch it the next day But tomorrow never comes.
Forgotten dreams and broken vows
Bring me regrets'and sorrow
Leave me to lament in the now.
Longing so, for the morrow.
1 He in bed with opened eyes
And theretothe night succumb.
Waiting for tomorrow's sunrise.
Will tomorrow ever come?
Frank Palermo
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Witt

Cabbages and
Kings Needs
Your Help
Student
Body!!!!!

IN THE
LISTS
Monttw Community (oikge
WEEK OF MARCH 15
TOP 10 CHRISTIAN ROCK HITS

TOP 10 MODERN ROCK/ALTERNATIVE HITS

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

In My Shoes
Polar Boy
Agnus.Dei
Third Day
My will
DcTalk
Gloria
SmaliTown Poets
Needful Hands
Jars of Clay
Strayed
Church Of Rhythym
1 want to knowyou Sonic Flood
Undo Me
Jennifer Knapp
Skip to the end
Mukala
Rain
Dryve

Better Days
My Nainels
Crush
Every Morning
Going Crazy
Ends
Unsent
Alcohol
Rolling
Caress Me Down (live)

Leaving the list this week are:
Eternal Reign b\ Seven head division

TOP 10 HARD ROCK SONGS
#1.
#2.
#3.
#4.
#5.
#6.
#7.
#8.
#9.
#10.

Run
Collective Soui
Black Widow
Bruce Dickinson
Schools Out
Dave Mustaine/Marty Friedman
The Rock's Theme Song The Rock
Cake and Sodomy
Marilyn Manson
Necroshine
Over Kill
"Lucy"
Michael T
Blondie Medley
Blondie
Beautiful Day
3 Colours Red
Du Hast
Rammstein

ft
\

In Sports
Tournament.
In the Region III
semifinal, the Lady
Tribunes came up against
a familiar fo, JamestownOlean. The MCC women
were able to dominate at
by Rod Harrop both ends of the floor,
Staff Writer running away with a 7444 victory. Forward Lynn
The MCC women's Arthur led the way with
Basketball team contin19 points and 10 reued their dominant play, bounds. Center Celeste
the way they've been
Barkley chipped in with 9
doing all season, by
points, and dominated the
winning the Region III
board grabbing 13 retitle, and the pivotal play- bounds.
in game to advance to the
In the Finals which
National Championship
took place Feb. 27, the

Womens
Team
Continues to
Dominate

team was able to hold off
a tough Genesee CC
team, winning 62-54.
Barkley, who was named
tournament MVP, scored
23 points and 15 rebounds. Backup center
Tasha Scott came off the
bench to score a valuable
13 points.
The team 33-0 then
traveled to Connecticut to
play Mitchell College in
the district J Championships. MCC rallied from
10 down with about 9
minutes left, to prevail
with a 72-61 victory.
Once again the dynamic

Citizen King
EMINEM
Dave Matthews
Sugar Ray
SX10
Everlast
Alanis
BNL
Soul Coughing
Sublime

As you may have
seen the 1998 Fall Issue of
C&K floating about, we
are already in progress of
developing the 1999
Spring Issue. But right
now we need your help.

For those who do not
know what we are: We are
the elite organization at
MCC for publishing the
artwork and literary works
of the student body and
alumni. Tentatively speaking, we publish two issues
a year but to do this we
need the help of you to
give us your contributions
and submissions for up and
coming issues. In recent
months we have seen a
decrease in these submissions, therefore due to this
the amount of works into
the magazine has shortened. And two of the main
areas we need help in is
artwork/photography and
short story any subject.
These we would like to see
more of so that we can
_once again have a wide
variety of media. We are
duo, Barkley and Arthur
here so that you could have
led the way, scoring 18
the chance to have someand 25 points respecthing you did published in
tively. Superb point guard a college institution mag.
Mia Williams also came
Think about it. Everything
up big, scoring 15 points, that we receive is treated
dishing out 5 assists and
equally upon content, so
grabbing 9 rebounds.
there is no favoritism.
The National Tournament is the next big
step for the team.
Any questions/
Hagerstown, Md. is the
comments/or want to be
site of the Tournament,
a part of the group
and it runs from March
come to our meetings at
17-21.
noon on weds, in 6-333
or drop by our office in
3-125.
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TRIBUNE
C PORTS

http ://ww w.monroedoctrine.org

MD Sportsline: 292-2540

The First Ever Ides of March
Volleyball Tournament
Cristine Hogle
Sports Editor

The first ever Ides of
March Vollyball Tournament will be held at
MCC on March 26. This
event will be raising
money to benefit the
Camp Good Days and
Special Times.
Signing up and sponsoring needs to be done by

March 12th. By bringing a
6 dollar deposit to the student service desk. There
can be no more than 8 players per team.
There is an additional

6 dollar donation due at
het tournament. Money
can come from the clubs
and organizations budget.
This event will beheld at MCC in the gym
on march 25th. So bring
your team and be ready to
play.
In other news; did
you know that you the students of MCC could get
the school in the Guiness

Hockey Team Goes To Extremes
by David Mongeuu
Staff Writer

The Tribune Hockey
team had mixed success on
their recent road trip and
return home. On Feb. 12th,
the team traveled to Erie ,
PA. to face Mercyhurst,
who they lost to in the first
game of the season, 8-3.
The Tribunes were up 5-3
after two only to lose 6-5.
"Their coach was
pretty impressed," Said
Coach Gordie Robertson,
"We didn't look anything
like the team he saw just a
few weeks ago."
On Feb. 19th, the
team went up to Paul
Smith College. It may have
been the crisp, northern air,
or maybe the week off of
school: the tribunes were

clicking on all cylinders in
a 16-0 romp.
The next night they
faced Canton, the leagues
number one team. Behind
only 2-1 after 1 period, the
team lost focus. "We
thought we were better
than we were," Robertson
said, canton scored 10 in
the second on the way to a
17-1 victory.
They had several
practices to re-motivate
themselves. On Feb. 28th,
They faced the Rochester
JR. Amerks at the ESL
arena, and pulled out a 7-5
win at home. The teams
record is now 3-6, with one
more game remaining.
"We are far from
where we started from."
Said Robertson. He ex-

pressed his pride in
his team and his
gratitude for the
support from the
school and community. He said if
the team continues
to work and improve as much as
they have been, the
league better watch
out next year.

Book of World Records.
And all you have to do is
donate money to the tournament. The money donated will be changed to
pennies, and if we get
enough pennies to stretch
just over 2 miles, we are in.
All of the proceeds go
to Camp Good Days and
Special Times. Awards go
to the 1st and 2nd place
teams in the tournament

and go to the clubs or organizations that brings the
most pennies. So why not
try to have the most pennies for prizes, represent
youre club and school.
There will be food
and refreshments available
for all that participate in
this event. So join you
felllow students and help a
good cause.

MCC WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
1999 SEASON
Roster
April 6
April 8
April 9
April 10
April 11
April 13
April 15
April 17
April 20
April 22
April 23
April 25
April 27
May 1
May 2

leave for NJ
4:00pm
Briarcliff, NJ
2:00pm
Rockland, NJ
2:00pm
Mohawlkvalley cc 1:00pm
Broomecc
1:00pm
Alfred State
3:00pm*
Geneseecc
2:00pm*
Jamestown cc
1:00pm*
Eriecc
3:00pm
Niagracc
3:00pm*
St. John Fisher
3:30pm
Herkermer cc
1:00pm*
Corning cc
3:00pm*
MercyHurst
1:00pm*
Jefferson cc
1:00pm*

May 7 and 8

Districts in New Jersey TBA

All games are double headers
* Home games
Home Field-Mac Avoy Park

